C U T YOU R COST S

WI THOUT COMPROMISING QUALIT Y
Our classes are priced with cost effectiveness
in mind. You get the same quality of instruction,
at a significantly reduce cost per student.
You’ll save by reducing expense of travel, per
diem, fuel, and salary to go to in-person
classes. Most agencies can save over $1,000
(for more in-depth classes) per student, per
class.
When you add up cost for travel, hotels, per
diems and class registration fees, in person
learning is far more expensive. For the same
quality of training, you can register more
students for more classes with RTI. This will
allow more of your personnel to be trained in
the topics we cover.

IN PERSON Classes can cost up
to $1,500 per student. We help
you train more staff for less.
By allowing more staff to be trained, such as
patrol officers, they will understand what
detectives and other specialized units will be
looking; regarding evidence, when to call out
the proper resources, how many resources are
available at any given time, understanding
cases that may have been overlooked, and
leading to missed crimes because they didn’t
know that the information is critical.

Start by calling RTI today

(208) 991-3549

C U T T I N G E DGE
LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING

The current climate is not always conducive
to travel with localities in various stages of
COVID-19. Add in budgetary constraints,
travel restrictions and personnel scheduling
and local training courses are much harder
to do. Revelations Training & Investigations
offers 100% online courses which are kept
up to date with current law enforcement
best practices and case law.

On-line training that equals and
surpasses in person training.
Cost effect training without
compromising quality to your agency
and staff.
Complete training anytime, anyplace,
and without time restraints.

L AW EN F ORCEMEN T
T R A I N I N G & C O N S U LT I N G

Training conducted by P.O.S.T
certified instructors.
Knowledgeable instructors that teach
their field of expertise.
Proven techniques used by modern
law enforcement officers.
Provide training needed to investigate
crimes occurring in your community.

(208) 991-3549
(208) 991-3549

info@revelationstraining.com

info@revelationstraining.com

revelationstraining.com

B LO O DSTA I N PAT TERN AN ALYSIS
Bloodstains found at crime scenes, are
“witness” to the events that took place
during the crime. Bloodstain pattern
analysis is a scientific process that
utilizes principles of DNA, pathology, and
crime scene reconstruction to interpret
what took place during a bloodletting
event.
The information gathered from this
analysis can provide insight to support or
refute statements made by those
reportedly involved. The aim is to provide
what is possible and what is not possible
based on the patterns observed at the
scene.
Becoming a bloodstain pattern analyst
requires more than a 40-hour course. The
analysts at Revelations Training and
Investigation have completed the
rigorous coursework, mentorship, and
research requirements put forth by the
American Academy of Forensic Science
Standards Board.
Our practitioners are members of the
International Association of Bloodstain
Pattern Analysts, the International
Homicide Investigators Association, and
the
International
Association
for
Identification.
Revelations Training and Investigations only works through law
enforcement or legal counsel. They do not provide casework for
private citizens. If you are interested in discussing an investigation
with Revelations Training and Investigations, please contact us.

FOR THE MOMENT
We believe that investigators and analysts
must have the most cutting-edge and
complete training to be prepared for the
moment. The moment that a suspect
decides to make a confession or to say
nothing. The moment that makes the
difference between a suspect walking
away or being held accountable for the
crime they have committed.
Our mission is to prepare the officers,
deputies, troopers, and investigators to be
prepared for this moment. We do this by
offering law enforcement training online
accessible to all police staff with only an
internet connection and a desire to be
prepared. Our courses are designed to
eliminate academic fraud by focusing on
student engagement. All of our courses
are self-paced and require attendees to
complete scenarios, quizzes, and a final
exam.

Let us help prepare you and
your department for the
moment.
Contact RTI for group discounts. Let us
show you what we can offer your agency
and how we can fulfill your training needs.

208-991-3549

info@revelationstraining.com

Current training &
investigations courses
Rapport Buildin g

Gain knowledge on building a bond with the
person being interviewed. Find topics to
“Break the ice” with the interviewee. Listening
skills “Listen to what they are saying”.

h om icide & death

Define types of death and determine
necessary
analysis
techniques
for
understanding explanations and case laws.
Become skilled in approaching a scene and
initial responses. Master protocols for
investigative procedures and best practices.

In terview s & In terrogation

Know the situational and psychological
factors that guide the direction and outcome
interviews. Learn techniques from research
regarding
human
behavior;
rapport,
deception, and conversation management.
Get the latest information regarding case law,
coercion and protection from false
confessions with the PIRANHA interviews.

Sex Crim es

Perceive victim behaviors and “Not everyone’s
trauma is the same”. How to investigate a sex
crime from first responding officer to the
court room. Grasp the reasons of rapist and
why he offends.

Dom estic Violen ce

Learn the causes and reasons that cause
violence in the home. Dedicated Attempted
Strangulation coming soon.

Ch ild Abuse

Recognize the causes and reasons that cause
violence in the home. Overt and subtle signs
of abuse, neglect and sexual exploitation

Printable materials available for all courses.
Additional courses available soon.

